
The problem….

My Multipla has lost all temperature control. 
• There is no fan, 
• Heating is jammed in the last position before failure, 
• the air-con doesn't work 
• Neither does the recirculation button. 
• It was a progressive failure; start up, go off, then restart a bit later. 
• Gradually the gaps got bigger. 
• The temperature gauge isn't showing on the dash. 
• At first it showed two dashes -- now there's just a blank.

The suggestions:
• Is it an air con model, if so disconnected right hand mirror? Don’t know how 

it’s disconnected but it’s worth a look. The mirror has a little blip underneath 
and that’s the temp sensor for the air con. Disconnected you get the two little 
bars in the dash....

• Look for signs of burning/overheating on circuit boards and wiring? 
According to a main dealer the failed part is under the foot well, beware 
though… electronic parts do fail in their own right, there are occasions when 
other issues overload or short circuit the electronic bits. If so, just by fitting a 
replacement electronic bit, all you end up with is two dead electronic bits.

• I have just fixed ours at zero cost. This is how. Symptoms were no out side 
temperature display and no fan what-so-ever. I had a look in the passenger 
foot-well. You will see a plug/socket with 5 wires – 2 fat and 3 thin. In our 
case one of the contacts for the red/orange fat power wires had overheated 
causing one of the other connections to loosen and fail. I simply cleaned up 
the contacts and, bending them slightly, made them make better contact. The 
result was that the temperature display came back and the fan worked. This 
may not be the case with yours but it’s something you can look at before 
spending money. 
Have uploaded picture to the website – folder name is Heater Fan Problems 
(see: http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/multiplaowners/ )

Reply:
You were right; it was the plug in the passenger foot well. While trying to get it apart 
the climate control came back on. It heated up and failed quite quickly though.

Unfortunately, the plug itself is proving impossible to split; I suspect it has melted 
itself together internally. It got VERY hot while it was working. Still, now I know the 
problem, there's a firm of auto-electricians locally who can work wonders with duff 
circuitry.

http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/multiplaowners/

